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Contrast enhancement in polarimetric imaging with correlated noise fluctuations Swapnesh Panigrahi, Julien Fade and Mehdi Alouini Institut de Physique de Rennes, CNRS, Université de Rennes 1, Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes, France Abstract. We compare the measurement precision of a polarimetric camera to that of a simple intensity camera when imaging a partially polarized light-mark embedded in an intense and partially polarized background. We show that the gain in measurement precision while using a polarimetric camera is maximized when the noise fluctuations on the two polarimetric channels are significantly correlated. Further, we implement a snapshot polarimetric camera for long distance imaging of a highly polarized light source through fog and compare the contrast obtained using various representations of the polarimetric images. We show that the representation that provides the best contrast depends on the visibility conditions and matches well with theoretical predictions. Keywords: Polarimetric imaging, Fisher information, Noise in imaging systems PACS: 42.30.Va; 42.30.Tz; 89.70.Cf



INTRODUCTION In polarimetric sensitive imaging, the polarimetric properties of light emitted, reflected or transmitted by objects in a scene are recorded. The polarimetric data is further processed to enhance the contrast of non-uniformities in polarization parameters such as degree of polarization (DOP), retardance or diattenuation magnitude and angle etc. Generally, in polarimetric imaging, a scene is illuminated using a light source and the reflected light is recorded using a polarization sensitive detector (PSD). The reflection data can provide information about the surface properties of the object being imaged. The polarization properties of light reflected from a surface depends on its granularity and therefore can help in distinguishing between materials with different surface properties [1]. Polarization sensitive imaging has been used in various fields that include medical diagnostics [3], industrial quality control [1, 4], machine vision [5], remote sensing [6] and imaging through turbid medium (e.g. fog, turbid and colloidal solutions) [7, 8]. In this work, we consider a polarized source of light which is used as ‘signal’ and we aim at enhancing the visibility of this source to efficiently isolate it from the surrounding scene. This has tremendous application in navigation [2]. Generally, in the applications mentioned above, polarimetric imaging brings more information about the scene being imaged so that the contrast of sub-regions in a given scene can be enhanced. In the course of this article we quantify the gain in measurement precision that can be obtained using a PSD with respect to a simple intensity detector (ID). We also implement an active polarimetric imaging system to enhance the contrast of a polarized light-mark through atmospheric fog from a distance of about 1.3 km. Such long distance imaging can be helpful in air and sea navigation for providing visual aid during low visibility conditions.



FIGURE 1. A generic schematic of the image formation model. A polarization-splitting analyzing device (PSAD) produces two simultaneous images of a partially polarized light source through a turbid medium [12].



POLARIMETRIC CONTRAST IMAGING To achieve polarization sensitive imaging, the four-dimensional Stokes’ vector ([S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 ]T ) of the incoming light must be measured at each pixel. The Stokes’ vector is obtained as given below    hE 2 i + hE 2 i  S0 x y 2 i − hE 2 i  hE S1   x y  S= = (1) 2 2 hE ◦ i − hE ◦ i S2 +45 −45 S3 hE 2 i − hE 2 i R



L



where the indices x and y represent two orthogonal Cartesian axes and R and L represent right and left circularly polarized light. The q degree of polarization (DOP) of the source



is obtained by using the relation, DOP = S12 + S22 + S32 /S0 . However, in the case where the intervening medium is non-birefringent, only two components of the Stokes’ vector are enough to estimate the DOP of light at each pixel by calculating the so-called orthogonal states contrast (OSC) given by OSC =



S1 X k − X ⊥ = , S0 X k + X ⊥



(2)



where Xk and X⊥ are images of the same scene taken in two orthogonal polarization directions. Using such a polarimetric imaging scheme, it is possible to implement various image representations to enhance the contrast of polarimetric non-uniformities in a given scene. Some of the widely used representations that work with varying degrees of performance are OSC image (denoted by γOSC = (X k − X ⊥ )/(X k + X ⊥ )) [10] and polarization difference image (denoted by γ∆ = Xk − X⊥ ) [9]. In general, it is interesting to quantitatively compare the best contrast that can be obtained using polarimetric imaging w.r.t. contrast obtained using a simple intensity imager. Consequently, a comparison of the various image representations can be helpful in deciding which representation should be used for real-time imaging situations.



IMAGING SCHEME AND NOISE MODEL The problem that we address here consists of imaging an incoherent source of partially polarized light through a non-birefringent medium using polarization sensitive imaging as shown in the schematic in Fig. 1. At the ith pixel of the image retrieved in this generic imaging scheme, we consider a light source of intensity si and DOP P ∈ [0, 1] embedded in an intense background with intensity bi and DOP β . A polarizationsplitting analyzing device (PSAD) creates two images of the same scene in orthogonal polarization directions forming a polarimetric image X P = [X k , X k ]T consisting of a set k of two-dimensional pixels with the ith pixel given by XiP = [xi , xi⊥ ]T . A part of the noise in each channel can be attributed to the detector noise (with noise variance denoted by σ02 ) which remains uncorrelated in the two channels. Further noise contribution arises from the optical fluctuations that are a result of the turbulence and scattering properties or spatial/temporal inhomogeneities of the intervening medium. The noise variance introduced by the ‘optical noise’ is denoted by εi2 . Since the ‘optical noise’ arises due to background optical intensity fluctuation, the noise contribution at each channel depends on the background DOP β and the average background intensity b. Thus, the scenedependent fluctuations in the two image channels are likely to be correlated. In light of this, we consider a bi-dimensional Gaussian noise model for each pixel, with mean 1+β 1−β 1−P T intensity hXiP i = [ 1+P 2 si + 2 bi , 2 si + 2 bi ] and whose second order statistical properties are given by the covariance matrix   √ 1−β 2 2 1+β 2 2 ε +σ ρ 2 εi  Γi =  2√ i 2 0 , (3) 1−β 2 +σ2 ε ρ 2 εi2 1−β 0 2 i with ρ denoting a correlation parameter. We assume a Gaussian probability density function for the N-pixels p measurement 1 P T −1 P P N sample which is given by P(X ) = Πi=1 exp{− 2 (δ Xi ) Γ δ Xi }/2π det(Γi ) where δ XiP = XiP − hXiP i. Similarly, if the PSD is replaced with a simple intensity detector (ID), the mean pixel intensity is given by hXiI i = si + bi with a variance of σ02 + εi2 . Using the above definitions and assumptions, we consider a general framework consisting of estimating the parameter ‘s’ with minimum variance. The maximum achievable gain in precision in each imaging modality can then be compared fairly. Consequently, we determine the Fisher information (FI) with respect to the parameter ‘s’ for each imaging modality and define their ratio (FI in polarimetric imaging to that of intensity imaging) as the gain.



GAIN IN MEASUREMENT PRECISION The Fisher information, defined in Eq.(4) is a measure of the amount of information available in sample X for estimation of a parameter y and its inverse gives the Cramer-



Rao bound (CRB) which is the lower bound on the variance in estimating y. ∂ 2 lnPX (X) IF (y) = −h i ∂ y2



(4)



Thus, the ratio between the Fisher information calculated for a PSD and an ID gives the maximum gain achievable by use of a polarimetric camera. A detailed derivation of the FI for each imaging modality is reported in [12] and the simplified expression of the gain is presented here as µ 2



Q 2 (1 + ω 2 )[ 1+P I P (s) 2 + 4ω ] µ = FI = , IF (s) 1 + ω 2 + (1−ρ 2 )(1−β 2 ) ω 4 4



(5)



q Q = 1 − 2β P + P − ρ(1 − P ) 1 − β 2



(6)



where, 2



2



and the variable ω 2 = ε 2 /σ02 is introduced in the above expressions to represent the ratio of ‘optical noise’ to detector noise.



ANALYSIS OF GAIN µ(ω, P, β , ρ) Firstly, a tedious but feasible calculation shows that the gain is a monotonically increasing function of ω. This indicates that it is indeed favorable to use polarimetric imaging when the case considered has intense background levels as ω is assumed to be dependent on b. However when detector noise dominates (i.e. ω 
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